SPRING 2021 COURSES ON JAPAN

FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

GENERAL EDUCATION (GEN ED)
GENED 1145, Global Japanese Cinema (A. Zahlten)

EAST ASIAN LANGUAGES AND CIVILIZATIONS

East Asian Studies
EASTD 97AB, Introduction to the Study of East Asia: Issues and Methods (M. McCormick)
EASTD 115, Japanese Monsters (W. Tsutsui)
EASTD 141, East Asian Religions: Traditions and Transformations (J. Robson)
EASTD 142, Wisdom (S. Kuriyama, T. Kelly)
EASTD 161, Animated Spirituality: Japanese Religion in Anime, Manga, and Film (H. Hardacre)
EASTD 198, Political Parties in East Asia (D. Koss)

East Asian Film and Media
EAFM 230B, Topics in Asian Media Studies (T. Yoda, A. Zahlten)

Japanese History
JAPNHIST 120/HDS 3958, Japanese Religions in the 20th and 21st Centuries (H. Hardacre)
JAPNHIST 260R, Topics in Japanese Cultural History (S. Kuriyama)

Japanese Language
JAPAN BB, Elementary Japanese (Y. Kageyama-Hunt)
JAPAN 120B, Intermediate Japanese I (N. Asakura)
JAPAN 130B, Intermediate Japanese II (T. Graham)
JAPAN 140B, Advanced Modern Japanese (I. Shingu)
JAPAN 150B, Readings and Discussion in Japanese Social Sciences (I. Shingu)

Japanese Literature
JAPNLIT 270, Topics in Modern and Contemporary Japanese Fiction (T. Yoda)

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE
COMPLIT 264, Thinking and Writing Transculturally (K. Thornber)

HISTORY
HIST 1610, Environments: China, Japan, Korea (I. Miller)
HIST 1023, Japan and Asia in the World (A. Gordon, D. Howell)
HIST 1951, Japanese Imperialism and the East Asian Modern (I. Miller)
HIST 2653, Historiography of Modern Japan: Proseminar (A. Gordon)

HISTORY OF ART AND ARCHITECTURE
HAA 183N, Nihonga: Modern Japanese Painting (Y. Lippit)

LINGUISTICS
LING 176, History and Prehistory of the Japanese Language (W. Jacobsen)

SOCIAL STUDIES
SOC-STD 98NQ, Global East Asia (N. Newendorp)

SOCIOLGY
SOCIO 2208, Contemporary Theory and Research (M. Brinton)
SOCIO 3323, Social Demography Workshop (M. Brinton, multiple instructors)

HARVARD DIVINITY SCHOOL
HDS 3958/JAPNHIST 120, Japanese Religions in the 20th and 21st Centuries (H. Hardacre)